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For more information about the
club, check out the website at:
oceansidephotographers.ca
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The aim of Oceanside Photographers is to promote
learning, sharing and enjoyment of photography in a
convivial atmosphere.

Contact information for all those on management is available o n our
website. If you have any questions please feel free to contact the
editor by phone at 250-586-3323 or email me at
newsletter@oceansidephotographers.ca.
Guest Speakers

April: members’ short slide presentations.

Field Trips
April: Ladysmith
May: Cumberland
June: Show & Shine, QB

(For dates, details and
where lunch is see club
website.)

Please note
Next Meeting will be
Wednesday, April 3rd, 7 PM
at the Civic Centre
In the Pioneer Hall East

Assignments

April: Night
May:Motion Blur
June: Old and Funky

Newsletter Submission Guidelines
500 to 600 words, if you need to say more check with Editor. Photos to be sent separately in jpg, size doesn’t matter, but not too
small please. Written part to be done in a Word Document only, no
space between paragraphs, but indent paragraphs about 5 spaces
and then justify the document. No PDF files. Horizontal images
work best for the front cover. Thanks Gail
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Education Meeting
The third Tuesday of the month
at 7PM at QB Civic Centre.
meeting in the Windsor Room.
( Libby is always looking for ideas, suggestions, questions for the education
meeting. Please contact her if you have suggestions or would like a question
answered.)

Submission Deadline for the May 2013 Newsletter is April
23rd (Please read guidelines on page 4)

Due to allergies, asthma and other conditions, we request that you do not wear anything with a fragrance
to the club meetings. Thank you from those who suffer!

Please remember to wear your name tag at each
general meeting, education meeting and field trip.
We have so many new members it would be nice to
be able to put a name to the face.

Important
If you change any of your personal information, like email
address etc, PLEASE let us know so that we can update our
records.
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Membership Dues

Our new club year starts in May – please remember to renew your membership! Get a head start by renewing at the April 3rd general meet ing. Don’t
miss this opportunity to beat the crowds! We look forward to welcoming
your continued presence and activity in your photography club. The annual
membership fee is $30.00 – you may pay by cheque or cash. Please make
your cheque out in advance, if possible, to Oceanside Photographers Club
and if paying by cash, it would help the membership director if you have the
exact amount. Replacement name badges are $12.00. Welcome back t o the
club for the year 2013-2014, and don’t forget to ask for your updated membership card, which will be available for you when you renew.
Thanks! Vivienne Bearder, Membership Director

Vivienne Bearder

Tim Tullis
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From The Editor’s Desk
Another camera club year has come and gone! The obvious question is where did the time go! I swear as I get older time is speeding up! I hope that you agree your management team has
worked hard on your behalf. Is there room for improvement? Of
course, and we are always open to constructive suggestions. We
also need new people to step up to the plate and take on management jobs. You do not need to be an expert in photography,
more a facilitator. It is good to see that the special interest
groups have taken off. Like minded people helping each other and
having fun at the same time. So here’s to another great year of
fun and photography.
It has been discussed at the management meeting as to whether or not we need a
newsletter. All the club information is posted on the website and Libby and Frieda have
been great at sending out frequent updates. There is a percentage of people in the club
who do not read the newsletter for whatever reason, so I wonder if we need one. It is
also hard to get people to contribute material. It would be nice to let the management
team know your thoughts on continuing. The original idea of a newsletter was to give a
forum for members to say what they are doing photographically, if they are having a
show, taken an interesting course, or have any great tips to pass on. Or simply tell us
something about themselves. One of the interesting aspects of the newsletter is that it
is being read by others across Canada, the US and Mexico. It is a great way to showcase
our beautiful island in the Pacific! So...give the newsletter some thought and give us
your feed back. It is a big commitment to whomever takes on the newsletter, so it
would be nice to know if the majority of club members still want to read it. It certainly
will not hurt my feelings if it is decided to discontinue. I have enjoyed doing it and am
willing to continue for a while longer, or until someone takes it over! So let us know what
you think. There will be no newsletter in July and August.

Corrie Dekluyver sent me the following link to an amazing, very high resolution panoramic image of Mt. Everest. Corrie said that he was able to zoom in and see 35 climbers!
Do Check it out. ttp://www.rsvlts.com/2012/12/19/the-most-high-resolution-image-ofmount-eve
Also check out the Pacific Zone News, Spring 2013 edition at www.capapac.org. For
some wonderful tips on wildlife photography. If you don’t have a fancy telephoto lens,
this article will make you feel a whole lot better!
We are always looking for reasons for not taking good pictures. Cartier-Bresson used film
camera, same lens, no flash, same shutter speed – he didn’t need the newest digital
equipment to take great photos.
We all have access to some subjects that no one else has access to – look at your friends’
hobbies, the workplaces of friends and family, and any place you have access to find a vision that comes uniquely from your access. Many people would dream of having the same
access you have, and you might not have considered how valuable your access is. Author
unknown
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Colour
1st...Les McLean
2nd...Margaret Groenhof
3rd...Paul Edelenbos

Black and White
1st...Kevin McG uinness &
Geoff Hallett
2nd...John Groenhof
3rd...Sheila Hepton & Margaret Groenhoff

Digital Art
1st...Geoff Hallett
2nd...John Groenhof
3rd...Roy Watts
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Photographic Tip
David R. Gluns of Nelson has photographed a vast range of landscapes for British Columbia Magazine—from granite spires to canoe circuits and wildflower fields. He shares this
advice about creating scenic photographs:
"For great landscape images, add the human element. People give landscapes scale.
They also help create the sense of 'being there' for the viewer. Not only do I like to have
people in my images, I also like them to be wearing a bit of colour, so that they 'pop out'
and draw the eye in. On the other hand, clothing needs to be chosen carefully so that it's
appropriate for the person and what they're doing in the image. Visually, you get more
impact with one person than a group as it allows the viewer to identify with that person.
What if you don't have a person to add? Set up your tripod and make yourself part of the
scene." Check out his website http://gluns.ca/

February’s Education Meeting—Bubbles
Thanks to Libby, another fun education meeting was enjoyed by those in attendance. This time we photographed ‘bubbles.’ Into a glass bowl of water was added
a few drops of dishwashing liquid and then vegetable
oil. The dishwashing liquid stops the oil from forming
one large pancake. The mixture is stirred with a fork to
separate the oil and more vigorous action is applied if
you want frothy bubbles too. The bowl is set onto a
clear sheet of glass (we used a piece from a photo
frame) that is raised high enough to enable light to be
shone underneath. If you have a clear glass table at
home that is an added bonus. You can then shine a light
right underneath. Coloured paper was used to change
the colour of the water. Scrapbook paper will give subtle
patterns,
as
you can see in
the
image.
We
e ve n
splashed in a
few drops of food dye, so the sky’s the limit on
what you can use. For the most part, a tripod
is recommended, although as you can see in
the photo above taken by Les McLean, Nick is
doing just fine without one. A Macro lens is
handy, but not necessary. This is where the
point and shoot cameras would do an excellent
job as they have a great macro setting. When
the grandchildren are here during the summer
you now know how you can entertain them!
Give it a go, it’s lots of fun and creative!
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The Universal Exposure Strategy
By Glenn Randall (O/S Photography Magazine)
Menacing gray clouds filled the sky when I
arrived before dawn on the crest of Black
Face in the San Juan Mountains near Telluride, Colorado. I had wagered a good
night's sleep on this sunrise, but my decision to get up at 2 a.m. and hike two and
a half hours in the dark looked like a gamble I had lost. Minutes later, however, the
clouds to the east began to tear apart, revealing ragged holes rim-lit with golden
light from the rising sun. The scene was
spectacular, but with both backlit clouds
and deeply shadowed, forested valleys in the frame, the contrast was high.
What exposure strategy should I use? There was no time for painstaking calculations.
Rather than spot-metering frantically, I resorted to the "Universal Exposure Strategy." To
understand that strategy, you need some background. In my view, there are four basic
exposure strategies for landscape photography. As I'll explain in more detail, the four
strategies are: PhD, Limiting Factor, Rembrandt Solution and HDR. In an ideal world, photographers would always have the leisure to carefully analyze which exposure strategy
would give them the perfect result. But the world is imperfect, and the most promising
situations are often fleeting.
When I'm rushed, and nothing is moving within the frame (the big caveat), I often resort
to the Universal Exposure Strategy. I set the camera to give me a five-frame bracket set
with a one-stop bracket interval. With that strategy, I can come away from the shoot confident that I have the data to choose, after the fact, whichever basic exposure strategy
will give me the best result.
Let's investigate the four basic exposure strategies more deeply.
1 PhD No, you don't need a doctorate. PhD stands for Push here, Dummy. If you're
shooting a midtone subject in soft, even lighting, your camera will give you the right exposure time after time. The most common PhD situation is an intimate landscape of wildflowers on an overcast day. With no sky in the frame, the meter reads primarily off the
green foliage, which is a classic midtone subject. The entire sky is the light source. Such a
broad source gives you low-contrast lighting. You can forget about exposure and concentrate on composition.
2 Limiting Factor This is the best exposure strategy to use in slightly higher contrast
situations. The limiting factor is the highlights: Don't blow them out! The simplest procedure is to shoot a test frame at the exposure recommended by the camera's meter, then
check the histogram.
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The mound of data on the right side that represents the highlights should be almost, but
not quite, butted up against the right side of the graph. If it's too far to the left, increase
exposure a bit and try again.
If the mound of data is cut off by the right side of the graph, reduce exposure and try
again. If your camera gives you a histogram with exposure simulation in Live View, you
can adjust exposure before shooting until the highlights are almost, but not quite, clipped.
The most sophisticated way to use the Limiting Factor strategy is to spot-meter the highlights and open up an appropriate number of stops to place them just below clipping. To
use this technique effectively, you need to know the dynamic range of your sensor, which
you can establish by testing. I know, for example, that with my Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III,
I can spot-meter a bright white cloud, open up three stops and still hold printable detail.
3 Rembrandt Solution As contrast increases still further, it may be impossible to capture all the detail you want in both highlights and shadows in a single frame. My solution
is a digital "graduated neutral-density" technique I call the Rembrandt Solution since it
uses visual principles pioneered by the famed portrait painter.
I start by shooting two frames, one exposed for highlights, one for shadows. Next, I stack
the two frames on top of each other in either Photoshop or Photoshop Elements (version 9
or later), with the dark (good highlights) frame on top. I add a layer mask to the top
layer, then draw a white-to-black gradient on the mask to merge the two frames in a way
that's exactly analogous, in terms of the end result, to using a physical, grad neutraldensity filter in the field. For more details, see "The Rembrandt Solution" (Outdoor Photographer, September 2009).
4 HDR As a last resort, in the highest contrast situations, you may be forced to rely on
HDR techniques to merge several bracketed frames in tone-mapping software. At a minimum, you'll need three frames shot at -2, 0 and +2 exposure compensation using the
auto-bracketing feature on your camera. There are many good HDR programs, but my favorites continue to be HDRsoft Photomatix and Nik Software HDR Efex Pro.
The Universal Exposure Strategy lets you choose, after the fact, which of the four basic
exposure strategies to employ. In a PhD situation, the middle frame of the bracketed set
should be perfect. In fact, if you're completely confident it's a PhD scene, you don't need
to bracket at all.
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In a Limiting Factor situation, you always get your choice of the ideal exposure because
you use a one-stop bracket interval instead of two. If you bracket with a two-stop interval, as is often recommended for HDR, you risk straddling the ideal exposure. One bracketed frame may be too dark, but the next frame in the set may be too light. The difference in exposure between frames is too great.
Similarly, the Universal Exposure Strategy lets you choose the ideal two frames for the
Rembrandt Solution. Of course, if you choose HDR, you can use all five frames in your favorite HDR software.
The big caveat is that nothing can be moving within the frame. If you're shooting a grand
landscape with flowers in the shade and sunset light on the peaks above, for example,
you want the first frame of your bracketed set to be the ideal exposure for the flowers.
You can then wait for the instant when the wind truly stops and fire away, confident that
your first frame will have razor-sharp petals with just the right density.
If you try to shoot a five-frame bracketed set, your first exposure will attempt to straddle
the difference between the dark flowers and sunlit peaks and probably render neither subject satisfactorily. By the time the camera gets around to making the frame with correctly
exposed flowers, the wind may be blowing again.
In that situation, I generally rely on the Rembrandt Solution to produce the final image,
but I change my exposure strategy. I start by spot-metering the green foliage around the
flowers and setting that as my base exposure in manual exposure mode.
My first frame, therefore, will give me perfect flowers. Next, I calculate how much less exposure the bright background needs. I set the bracket interval to that value so my second
exposure will give me perfect mountains. I set the camera for a two-frame bracket set
and the bracket order at zero, minus, plus and then fire away when the wind stops. Then
I stack the two exposures in Photoshop as described and merge them using a gradient on
a layer mask.
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Here's an example. Let's say I spot-meter the shadowed foreground foliage at 1⁄4 sec.,
ƒ/16. I set that exposure on the camera in manual-exposure mode. Next, I spot-meter
the bright mountains and get 1⁄30 sec., ƒ/16—a three-stop difference. My first exposure
will render the foreground flowers perfectly, but place the background mountains three
stops over midtone, which makes them pale and washed out. I want to place them about
one stop over midtone. They're a highlight, after all, so they should be a little brighter
than midtone. One stop over midtone is two stops darker than they will be rendered in
the first frame, so I set my auto-bracketing interval to two stops and fire away. The first
frame will be exposed at 1⁄4 sec., ƒ/16, giving me perfect flowers, and the second will be
two stops darker at 1⁄15 sec., ƒ/16, giving me perfect mountains.
This complicated procedure is only necessary if something is moving within the frame. If
not, I use the Universal Exposure Strategy. But, what if your camera limits you to a
three-frame bracket set? Here's a tip for efficiently shooting a five-frame bracket with a
camera that only will do a three-frame bracket at one time:
• Set bracketing to three frames with a one-stop bracket interval.
• Set exposure compensation to +1.
• Shoot three frames, which will give you the series 0 exposure compensation, +1 and
+2.
• Now set the exposure compensation to -1 and shoot three frames.
That gives you the sequence -2, -1 and 0 (again). You'll have one duplicate frame (the
metered exposure, 0 exposure compensation). Discard the duplicate, and you have a fiveframe bracket set with a one-stop bracket interval.
When I returned home from my shoot, I experimented with different approaches to processing my five-frame bracketed sets. I finally resorted to Photomatix, with further processing in Photoshop, to produce the result I wanted. By employing the Universal Exposure
Strategy, I had the freedom to choose, after the fact, whichever exposure strategy gave
me the ideal rendering of an amazing sunrise I never expected to see.
Sign up for Glenn Randall's monthly newsletter, read his blog and learn about his workshops at www.glennrandall.com.

Nick Bosma
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Herring Fishery, images by Les McLean
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Hello from India
Submitted by Bill Pennings

We have been in India for well over a month. Tomorrow we are flying to Delhi to
visit the golden triangle. This triangle is a tourist attraction with visitors from all over the
world. It is bordered by the cities of Agra, Jaipur and Delhi. We had booked this seven
day travel through an agent in Delhi. What a good choice we had made. When we arrived in the City of Delhi we where ushered in to the Royal Plaza Hotel. What a beautiful
hotel, all splendour and pomp. The servants were dressed in beautiful livery and they
could not do enough to make our stay pleasant.
The next day we visited the old city of Delhi with its world famous spice markets.
We rented two bicycle rickshaws, two people in each rickshaw and we were on our way.
The old town is old, fifteenth century, once filled with mansions of nobles and members
of the royal court, along with elegant mosques and gardens. Today, despite having become extremely crowded and dilapidated, it still serves as the symbolic heart of the Islamic community.
The spice market is one of the world’s largest wholesale and retail markets. The air
is redolent with a mixture of hundreds of spices. At some places so strong that it makes
you cough and you are not alone as every other person around you coughs and spits…It
is something to experience…All in all it was an unforgettable day.
The next day we were on our way to Agra. It is about five hours by car through villages and small cities. The country side is farm land and is well tended with crops growing everywhere. This surely is the bread basket of India. Sugar cane, corn, rice and mustard seeds grow in abundance. Many other plants that I could not identify grow in nice
rows in the fields.
Agra is off course famous for the Taj Mahal, it is the epitome of Mughal art and one
of the most famous buildings in the world.
We spent all morning there but there were too many people to make it enjoyable.
Long lines to get into the mausoleum and when we got there they said that the real
mausoleum was on the lower level of the Taj Mahal and not open to the public.
All in all it was a spectacular building and a spectacular day. No fog and the visibility was
over thirty miles.
The next day we were off to Jaipur were we stayed in the former home of the Maharaja off Jaipur, called Shawpura House Hotel. This is a splendid hotel with out of this
world decoration in every room. It is well worth to “Google”and have a look. From here
we visited the Red Fort and the spectacles of elephant rides. Long trains of these animals
lumbered up the hill with two tourists each on their backs. The animals are well taken
care off as they are only allowed to do three trips a day and then it is back to the stables
for a well earned rest.
The next hotel was in the center of the tiger reserve where we went on two safaris,
one in the mornings that turned out a dud as we saw not much outside of peacocks. The
afternoon was different. We left at three o’clock and driving through the country side
that was prime tiger habitat (according to the driver) we were in luck. Our jeep stopped
and the driver pointed at a spot in the wilderness and said that there was a tiger sleeping. I took photos of the spot but could not see the tiger. Then all of a sudden there was
a movement and something happened. It was a tiger but too far away to get a good image.
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The tiger moved to the left and started walking towards the water (this according
to the driver). He turned the jeep around and drove for about a quarter kilometre and
came to a stop. He said “be ready as the tiger will come in view any moment now”. He
was right, only a few minutes later the tiger came in view and caused quite a stir with six
of us clicking our cameras. As it was getting towards dark and in the excitement I had
not reset my camera for a darker environment my photographs did not turn out too well
but my daughter’s photo was great. (I have reset my ISO to auto for the next time as it
was set at 100).
A couple of days later we went back to Delhi and the flight back to Hyderabad. We
only had two weeks to go and then this fabulous holiday will have come to an end. One
more trip to Hampi by train as we would like to experience a train ride in India and then
to Chennai for the trip back to Canada.
We have had a great experience and I highly recommend it.
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Images by Bill Pennings
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London Drugs—10% Discount off Regular Printing
Offer applies ONLY to regular priced developing (online weekly special offers would not
qualify for an additional discount)
Members are requested to bring in their membership cards and they will input the discount info into each individual's file so that future discounts will come automatically

ISLAND EXPOSURES ART GALLERY WILL GIVE
OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS A 20% DISCOUNT.
Talk to Craig Carmichael at 5-183 West Island Highway,
Parksville (Beach Club)
Phone:250-586-5225
Craig will meet all your framing needs and do spectacular
canvas wraps.

